POWER SHUT DOWN

Panaji, December 11, 2017
Agrahayana 20, 1939

A power shutdown has been arranged on December 12, 2017 from 9.30 a.m. to 2.30 p.m. at 11 KV Oitiyant feeder. Areas affected are Oitiyant, Nagali Hills, Santissmo Waddo and surrounding areas.

A power shutdown has been arranged on December 12, 2017 from 9.00 a.m. to 3.00 p.m. at 11 KV Pundalik Nagar feeder. Areas affected are Kranti Nagar, Oval Park, Azad Bhavan, Police Station, Sanjay Scholl, Bank of Maharashtra, Housing Board Market, Kadamba Office and surrounding areas.

Similarly on December 13, 2017 from 9.00 a.m. to 3.00 p.m. at 11 KV Curtorim feeder. Areas affected are Entire V.P Macazana, V.P Curtorim, Curtorim bazaar, Muxivaddo, Vetnem, Ungirim, Monzon, Conjem, Sonxem, Leprosy Hospital, Augxem, Roulem, Paldem, Argicol, Gotnibhat, St. Anthony Ward, Quirdolem.

Similarly on December 14, 2017 from 9.30 a.m. to 2.30 p.m. at 11 KV Nerual feeder. Areas affected are Marra Pilerne, Saipem, Fattawado, Nerul, Firguem Bhat, Models Pilerne Marra, Bhatim and surrounding areas.